MTC Monthly Distribution
The following document has the intention of describing the process that Docademic will follow to distribute
the remaining public allocated MTC that were not given during the ICO and were not burned.
Docademic allocated a total of 350,000,000 MTC from 1,000,000,000 MTC during the ICO that took place
on the months of February, March and April.
During that time, 85,631,471 MTC were given to public by buying them, on bonuses or as rewards for work.
From the remaining 264,368,529 MTC, 150,000,000 MTC were burned leaving 114,368,529 MTC to be
distributed among MTC holders.
The distribution process for the remaining MTC works as follows:
1- The remaining MTC will be distributed monthly during a 2-year period leaving a total of 4,765,355 MTC
per month to be distributed.
2- The monthly amount will be distributed only between addresses that have MTC on the last day of each
month at 18:00:00 GMT starting on May 31, 2018. We will take a snapshot of addresses that have MTC
balances at that day/time.
3- The total amount of the month (4,765,355 MTC) will be distributed on proportion of the MTC each address
has against the total of MTC already given.
For example: if you have an address that holds 1,000 MTC, that address represents 0.0011678% from the
total of 85,631,471 MTC already given. 0.0011678% of the monthly total of 4,765,355 equals 55.64 MTC.
Those are the MTC to distribute to the address that holds the 1,000 MTC.
For the next month, the total of MTC given to public will increase by the number distributed on the previous
month (85,631,471 + 4,765,355) given us a new total to do the math with (90,396,826). The rules apply the
same again.
4- Total amount for each month never changes and remains always on 4,765,355 MTC.
5- We have tested the distribution with addresses that have MTC on the following exchanges,
recommendations
a) HitBTC - You need to read the following document.

https://cdn.docademic.com/documents/mtc/HitBTC+Airdrop.pdf
b) Idex - You need to withdraw your MTC from Idex and transfer to MEW, Metamask or a Hard Wallet. We
cannot distribute MTC to Idex.
c) Sistemkoin - You can have your MTC on Sistemcoin
d) Stocks.exchange - You need to withdraw your MTC from Stocks.exchange and transfer to MEW,
Metamask or a Hard Wallet. We cannot distribute MTC to Stocks.exchange
Although we have been testing with exchange wallets, it’s far better to hold your MTC in MEW, Metamask
or a hard wallet to ensure you are a recipient in the distribution.
We are not responsible for MTC lost on addresses that do not allow them to be moved or taken out.
Our monthly snapshot is final.

